Roche Collaborative Research Fellowships

The Roche Collaborative Research Fellowship is intended to promote international scientific interactions and innovative research. This fellowship pairs researchers from developing countries with established scientists to strengthen ophthalmic research capacities. It supports a one-year project, which can include additional training in specialty equipment or research methodologies. The fellowship was established in 2009 and is funded by Roche through the ARVO Foundation.

Past Recipients

2009  Ruojin Ren, PhD  China
       Afsun Sahin, MD  Turkey

2010  Karina Mazzitello, MD  Argentina
       Gustavo Melo, MD  Brazil

2011  Anna Enzsoly, MD  Hungary
       Delu Song, MD  China

2012  Soumyava Basu, MS  India
       Paula Schaiquevich, PhD  Argentina

2013  Geeta K. Vemuganti, DNB, FAMS, MD  India
       Shi-Jun Weng, PhD  China

2014  Lana D. L. Datuashvili, MD  Georgia
       Tapas R. Padhi, MS  India

2015  Damian Dorfman, MD  Argentina
       Robert G. Tripon, MD  Romania

2016  Georgi Georgiev, PhD  Bulgaria
       Nallely Ramos Betancourt  Mexico

2017  Emiliano Terán-Bobadilla, PhD  Mexico
       Magali Ridano, PhD  Argentina

2018  Jeremias Galletti, PhD  Argentina
       Samuel Kyei, PhD  Ghana
       Srilekha Sundaramurthy, PhD  India

2019  Vicente Bermúdez, PhD  Argentina
       Daniela Alejandra Quinteros, PhD  Argentina
       Swaminathan Sethu, BDS, MSc, PhD  India